
EXTENSIONS
& WIGS

Studio 417 is proud to o�er Wig and Extension specialists certified in Great Lengths, 
Dream Catchers, Hair U Wear, Raquel Welch, Hot Heads and more!

Book with Mac, Nicole Watson, Emily or Kenzie.

Extension Consultation: Find your best fit! Do you want to add volume, length, fill-in thin spots or create a whole 
new look? With hair extensions, you can do it all! Visit with a certified Extension expert about your best option; 
bonded, tape in, clip in and more! Price is based on consultation. $25

Wig Consultation: This is a 45 minute consultation with a certified Wig Specialist where they will listen to your 
goals and desires, discuss options and care and become a resource for you though any transitions or changes in 
your life. During this appointment your stylist will take head measurements, help make wig/piece selection, and 
conduct an order agreement. $45 

 Synthetic Wig Pieces starting at $500. Human Hair Wig Pieces starting at $700

Wig Fitting: This one hour service is included in the cost of the wig purchase. This is a fitting, face frame cut, care 
package delivery and education lesson. 

Extension Fitting: This is a service for clip-in hair extensions and pieces. This is a 30 minute appointment where 
your stylist will deliver your extensions and educate you on how to style, wear and care for your items. $30

Full Haircut: A dry cut performed to your liking for your new hair piece or wig. Please plan to wear your piece to 
this one hour appointment. $60

Blowout Service for Wigs and Clip-Ins: The wig is dropped o� to be cleansed and restyled. This is a 24-48hr turn 
around. $85

Wig Alterations: Priced per consultation with your Wig Specialist.

Studio 417 is pleased to o�er 
the following Extension Types:
Great Lengths Bonded Extensions: Wanting luscious locks that last? Great Lengths Keratin Protein bonded 
extensions are the way to go. Thermally bonded to your hair, these extensions will last you up to six months. 
Achieve length, volume, and density with amazing, Real, Human Remy hair. Prices based per consultation.
 Typical cost varies from $800-$2200
 Application time varies from 4-8 hours

Dream Catchers Bonded and Tape-In Extensions: Whether you’re looking for volume, density, length or all of the 
above, Dream Catchers bonded extensions will all you to achieve all of your hair dreams. Dream Catchers are 
bonded to your hair for a hassle-free look with no clips or glue involved! Dream Catchers hair is reusable for up to 
two years with proper maintenance and care. Prices based per consultation.
 Typical cost varies from $400-$1200
 Application time varies from 2-4 hours



HairUWear Hairdo Human 
Hair Clip-In Extensions: 
18in Human Hair Highlight Extensions: Add super luxe highlights or lowlights with our 100% Human Hair 
Extensions in a rich array of multi-tone shades to get your look on lock-down. Featuring our easy-to-use 
Pressure-sensitive clips, you can change up your looks in seconds – no commitment!

Human Hair Color Strip: Fantasy in a flash! Forget the salon and snap in these lightweight color extensions. Strips 
are 16-inches long and 1-inch wide and attach in secs to give any style a fun twist.

10-Piece Remy Human Hair Kit: Mega luxe volume and gorgeous length are a snap with this 10-piece Certified 
Authentic 100% Remy human hair kit. Instantly achieve the look of expensive salon extensions without glue, tape, 
or commitment. Cut and heat-style the extensions for a customized look.

5-Piece Remy Human Hair Kit: All the luxury, length and volume of expensive salon extensions made easy with our 
invisible pressure-sensitive clips. Developed using Certified Authentic 100% Remy human hair for the most natural 
look. Cut and heat-style the extensions for a customized look. 

One Piece Human Hair Halo Extension: Available in 16, 18 and 20 inch lengths, this real human hair extension is of 
the highest quality. There is a no-fuss installation with an elastic band that rests gently on your head. Style the 
extension straight, wavy or curly, just like your natural hair. 

One Piece Synthetic Halo Extension: Available in a 23 inch length, this synthetic extension can be styled on low 
heat only. This is a no-fuss option with an elastic band that rests gently on your head. 

HairUWear Hairdo Pieces:
23in Color Splash Pony: Get the ‘social media star’ look in an instant with our new 23-inch Color Splash Pony. 
Choose from your natural hair tone bursting with highlighted and dip-dyed pastel ends: blue, pink, light green, or 
lavender. This long and wavy pony includes a smooth strip of hair that wraps around the holder and fastens it in 
with a hook and look strip to conceal where the ponytail meets your own hair.

18in Wavy Pony: Wrap up the sexiness in this sultry, beachy-wave pony that’s haute on style and low on e�ort. The 
gently tousled waves on the 18” wrap-around piece quickly transforms your look.

23in Long Wave Pony: The focus is on you with this pop-star worthy 23” Long Wave Pony featuring Tru2Life 
technology. And is available in 13 salon-inspired colors.

18in Simply Straight Pony: This strut-your-stu� pony delivers the style points straight-up. Measuring 18” long, this 
wrap-around piece instantly adds length and volume to your ponytail. Easily put the Simply Straight Pony high, 
low, or to the side. 

Modern Fringe: What can make a face softer but edgier at the same time? Lash-skimming fringe! Experiment 
without the commitment. Trimmed to the eyelashes and angled down slightly at the temples these bangs pack 
major attitude. Attaches with three pressure-sensitive clips and features a natural part in the crown that sweeps 
back for invisible blending.

Clip-In Bang: Who wouldn’t love to flirt with this fun fringe? But don’t snip, clip! These bangs blend seamlessly 
with your own hair. Going out with a bang has never been so much fun – or so commitment-free!

Highlight Wrap: Take a fancy to this alluring wrapped up-do. This patented style easily wraps around any bun, 
chignon or ponytail with our secure comfort elastic band holder. 

Style-A-Do/Mini-Do: This dynamic duo can be worn separately or together to create perfect up-dos, twisted rolls, 
high chignons and low chignons in no time. Just wrap these patented elastic band pieces around a ponytail or bun 
to maximize your style quotient.

Spiky-Clip: Make an instant impact with this textured hairpiece that easily clips in for a look that’s equal parts 
playful and punky. Spiky Clip attaches to your hair via a secure three-pronged clip for a natural look.

French Braid Band: Whether your spirit animal is a romantic hippie or a glam rock goddess, our French Brad Band 
will have your Coachella crew cooing, c’est magnifique! The French Braid Band is a quick and easy as putting on a 
headband. In a flash you’re ready for any and all adventures!

Top of Head: This practical little piece makes a volume of di�erence! Clip it in for coverage and added volume or 
use it to come up your roots in between touch ups!

Invisible Extension: Heavenly hair isn’t just for runway models and Hollywood starlets anymore. Get mega-watt 
length and volume in seconds with this 20” halo extension. Just slip it on like a headband pull your own hair over it 
– the ingenious and inconspicuous design blends in seamlessly. 

Loose Waves Extension: Natural, easy-going glamour is here! Flaunt a cascade of relaxed, layered waves. Clip in 
the 16” Loose Waves Extension by Hairdo and luxuriate in all the delicious length and volume.

8-Piece Extension Kit (available straight or wavy): Solidify your glam gal clout with the ultimate in length and 
volume – straight up. This 8-piece Extension Kit adds ahh-inducing length and luxurious volume in seconds. Use 
one – or as many extensions as you want to dial up the drama.

23” Grand Extension: If hair extensions had a smarter, wiser older sister, the Grand Extension would be it! A 
three-quarter-cap of luscious hair with five strategically placed pressure-sensitive clips for a secure hold. Soft, 
natural-looking waves add head-turning volume and movement.

16in Sombre Extension: The long days of summer have sun-kissed the 16” Sombre Extension. It’s a modern take 
on yesterday’s ombre, with a soft, subtle gradation and the lightest brightest highlights at the tips. This one-piece, 
multi-level design securely attaches with five pressure-sensitive clips.

20in Wavy Extension: This season, it’s all about distinctly feminine vibes. These lustrous waves say Hollywood 
glam girl with the kind of salon polish that’s just right for any occasion. A multi-level 20” wavy clip-in extension 
creates fashionable length and volume with one-piece ease. 

16in Fineline Extension: A look that pairs modern, unfussy minimal chic with maximum style and comfort. Thanks 
to genius technology, this one-piece clip-in extension is light, thin, and perfect for women with fine hair.

23in Wavy Extension: Mi�ed by induvial wefts? Ditch the hassle and embrace this one-piece extension featuring 
our invisible pressure-sensitive clips. Loosely spiraled layers are just a clip and a click away with this multi-level 
design – specially made to give you gorgeous, jaw-dropping length and volume for days.

22in Straight Extension: A fairy-tale worthy mane is a breeze with this straight one-piece extension that gets 
short hair falling below the shoulder and long hair appearing more thick and luxurious. One pieces equals easy 
fashion change-ups in a snap via our exclusive multi-level construction.
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